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WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?

Your CV has been sent to our client, marking an
exciting step forward in your career journey. So,

what happens next? As we await feedback, we want
to keep you informed about the process and what to
expect. Here’s a brief overview of the next steps and
some considerations for the interim period while you

await further updates from us.



We will keep you informed and update you as soon as we
hear anything from the client. Please note, the timeline for
feedback depends on the client's process, which can vary.
Rest assured, we are committed to moving the process
forward efficiently and will keep you informed every step of
the way.

Client Feedback 

Reflect on Salary / Rate Expectations

Prior to your CV being sent, the Resourcer would have
discussed your salary or rate expectations for this position.
It's crucial to take the time now to reflect on the agreed-upon
salary or rate to ensure it aligns with your expectations and
accurately reflects your experience and market value. Keep in
mind that the expectation of the client is that the rate/salary
you went in at is the rate/salary you could potentially get, so
it's important to think about your walkaway figure and the
range you are comfortable with.

Reflect on the Commute / Location

Consider the location of the job and the daily commute. Is
the commute feasible and sustainable in the long run?
Think about the time and cost involved in traveling to and
from work. Reflect on how the location might affect your
work-life balance and overall job satisfaction.



It’s important to look at your current situation and assess
your notice period and any other obligations. Consider the
implications of leaving your current role and what that
process entails. 

Have you thoroughly reviewed your contract and leave
policies?
Think about potential counteroffers and how your
ambitions align with your current job. How might this
affect your job search? 
Do you have any holidays planned that could impact
your transition?

Review your Current Employment Commitments

Review the Job Spec and Know your CV

We understand that your situation may change, so please
keep in touch with the Resourcer if anything comes up. If you
receive other opportunities or if your availability changes,
inform the resourcer promptly. This helps them manage your
application effectively and ensures a smoother process for
everyone involved.

Keep in Contact with the Resourcer

If the client finds your profile aligns with their requirements,
you may be invited for an interview. Rest assured, the
Resourcer will support you throughout the process,
providing interview preparation tips and all the necessary
information. Review the job spec carefully to understand the
role's responsibilities and desired skills. Reflect on your CV,
focusing on specific roles, projects, and achievements.
Consider the challenges you faced, strategies you used, and
the impact you made. This will help you articulate your skills
and accomplishments effectively during the interview.


